
   
 

 

Cub Scout Pack 4024 Wilton, New York 
 

“Take only photos Leave only Footprints.”  Cub Scout Pack 4024 used one of the key 

principles in the Leave No Trace principles to display on the canoe they painted for Moreau 

Lake State Park.  Each den had a hand in painting a specific portion of the canoe project. The 

scouts then added their footprints, created with the side of their hand, to the path, in their 

den color, depicted on the canoe to remind all the visitors to Leave No Trace.  Many different 

species of trees that can be found within the park can be viewed in the mural. The beautiful 

bald eagles that are the pinnacle achievement of scouting and are found within the park are 

also depicted throughout the mural.   

 

“We thank Moreau Lake State Park for allowing us to participate in such a wonderful recycling 

project.” Cub Scout Pack 4024 Wilton, New York 

 

 
 

 



   
 

 

Fort Edward UFSD Life Skills Class 

 
We were given the opportunity to adopt and design a canoe planter, reflecting on an 

environmental theme that may also include culture, diversity, or a representation of our 

school.  We brainstormed and decided to do a REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE THEME and used the 

symbol for this in our design. We talked about how the world should come together to achieve 

this common goal, so we added a world symbol. We also discussed how change must start 

within our own community and ourselves, thus including our school name and logo, Fort 

Edward Flying Forts, and our handprints. Mr. Ryan Herman, our technology teacher, made the 

symbol and word stencils for our design. Thanks for all your help, Mr. Herman!  We had a 

blast with this canoe planter project and look forward to seeing it every time we visit the 

beautiful Moreau Lake State Park.  

 

Teachers: Ann Lilac, Teacher Assistant: Laurie Desourdy, Special thanks to Mr. Ryan Herman, 

our Technology teacher for helping out with this project. 

Students:  Leah Coss-Bryant, Jacob Hurley, Paige Neilson, Coby Potter 

 

 

 
 

 



   
 

 

Fort Edward UFSD 

 

Two of the students, Spencer and Atlas, really took on the project, which became a "day" and 

"night" theme. Spencer really loves Star Wars and when thinking about what to do for the 

design, Spencer began thinking about Star Wars. This then led him to think about planets, the 

moon, and then the sun. From this, he had the idea for the day and night theme. The 

students then decided that they wanted to represent Moreau Lake State Park in some 

capacity so that is why we have mountains, a beach, and a lake on both sides of the canoe. 

Once Atlas and Spencer started painting, they really made the canoe their own and made 

artistic decisions as they went. Atlas added beautiful green trees on the mountain ranges and 

little yellow specks for stars. Spencer added details to the moon and created the clouds by 

dipping tissue in paint and dabbing. He also had the fantastic idea for an airplane to carry a 

banner with the school's name on it.  

 

As Spencer, Atlas, and Ms. Rosenthal painted the canoe, they had so much fun. The students 

thought it was a "fun and chill experience.” As they painted, they made jokes the entire time. 

Ms. Rosenthal is so proud of the effort these kids put into the canoe. They always encouraged 

each other's creativity and were extremely committed to the project. “I am very grateful for 

the experience. This project allowed me to create something with my students and share in 

so many laughs with them.” 

 
 

 



   
 

 

Moreau Community Center – Bulldog Zone 

 

The Bulldog Zone is a youth center started by three students from South Glens Falls Senior 

High School: Meara LeFevre. Vanessa Jorgensen, and Becca Dawson. They welcome 60-80 kids 

in a week that are 6th-12th grade and provide resources, games, food, and activities. 

  

The inspiration for their canoe was the sky and the sea. They added the rainbow for Pride 

Month and all the kids painted the animals. 20 kids worked on it over the span of the last few 

months; all from South Glens Falls’ Oliver Winch Middle School. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 



   
 

 

Saratoga Springs High School 

 

23 students (grades 11 and 12) in Mrs. Kleinfelder's class worked on the canoe, with the 

guiding theme of "The Adirondacks" and what that means to them or how it makes them feel. 

Each student had their own area to develop but also had to work with the artists next to 

them, to make sure there was a consistent flow and continuity to the entire 

canoe/composition. 

 

Students really enjoyed doing this project, and many asked if it could be done every year! 

Teachers and staff also enjoyed stopping by our gallery to see the work as it developed each 

day. 

 

 

 
 

 



   
 

 

St. Mary’s – St. Alphonsus – 4th Grade Class 

 

 

Mrs. Noreen Harris taught her fourth-grade students about recycling and conservation 

efforts and the positive impact those efforts have on issues such as climate change. The class 

studied the effects of climate change in places like Antarctica through literature and film. The 

students were extra lucky to have nationally acclaimed landscape artist Ms. Laura Von Rosk 

and research scientist and painter Dr. Sam Bowser talk to them about their multiple expeditions 

to Antarctica and the important relationship between research science, the arts, and 

conservation. 

 

Dr. Bowser explained that he needed to travel to Antarctica to study a single celled 

organism called Foraminifera. Foraminifera, or Forma for short, are an abundant group of 

single-cell organisms that build shells of calcium carbonate which buffer atmospheric levels of 

carbon dioxide. They turn gas into rock, which makes learning about their basic biology 

important in relation to global climate change. 

 

The duo went on to discuss what it was like living in Antarctica and the importance of leaving no 

trace behind. Ms. Von Rosk shared the experience of working as a dive tender and showed a 

video of how the dive holes are made through the eight feet of ice. She shared images of their 

living quarters, their transportation, and some of the creatures that they filmed beneath the 

frozen sea. The kids were delighted to watch a seal attempt to exit a dive hole just a tad too 

small for his massive body. Dr. Bowser spoke in detail about the Forma his team has been 

studying. The kids learned how the organisms glue individual grains of sand together to build a 

protective shell for themselves. They learned that if the research scientists can understand the 

bioadhesive this organism naturally creates, they may also find benefits to modern medicine. 

Ms. Von Rosk then showed images of the oil paintings she created when she returned home 

from Antarctica. She explained how she mixes elements of landscape, shapes, forms, and 

colors, with memory and imagination to make her paintings have an impact on the viewer. The 

kids loved her work and all applauded each new image. 

 

Ms. Von Rosk compared how the color palette she used in her Antarctica inspired paintings 

differed from the color palettes she used in paintings inspired by local environments. She then 

shared Dr. Bowser’s watercolor paintings of the Astrammina rara, which received a round of 

applause from the enthralled audience. 

 

Students were left with an understanding that they have a responsibility to be stewards of their 

environment and that we can do that through conservation, scientific research, and advocacy 

 

 



   
 

through forms of art. The kids were dismissed to their art room with Mrs. Clohessey where they 

were introduced to the Friends of Moreau Lake Canoe project. The students were encouraged 

to think about the relationship they have with their natural environment and sketch ideas to use  

 

in an overall design for the canoe. They were reminded of the colors and shapes Laura uses to 

represent different types of landscapes and how even something as small as a single celled 

Foraminifera can have a big impact on our lives. The students submitted individual sketches 

that were incorporated into one overall design and then painted onto the canoe. 

 

 

 
 

 
 



   
 

 

United Sisters of New York, Inc. 

 

United Sisters of New York Inc.'s mission is to dedicate our resources to the support, 

dedication, and personal growth of all women. In 2013 we launched Jr. United Sisters of New 

York Inc. with our goal as in our logo to plant seeds for the future through mentorship. We are 

planting seeds of knowledge, leadership, and empathy for our community. 

     

The concept for the canoe came from the youth wanting to work on inclusiveness and making 

sure that the canoe represented ALL People (The Rainbow). They wanted to include flowers 

to represent planting the seeds and then growing together but respecting the individuality of 

each person (flowers and initials) in the group that makes a beautiful bouquet.  

 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/United-Sisters-of-New-York-INC-147270662049043/ 

 

 
 

 

https://www.facebook.com/United-Sisters-of-New-York-INC-147270662049043/


   

 

 

Boy Scouts of America – Wilton Troop 4024 and 4024G 

 

When the Troup decided to take on this project, Rachel Patrick and Christian Thibeault 

volunteered to lead the project. They had been at the Park before and were interested in 

helping with a project that would benefit the Park and would help build their own skills. 

 

They started by sanding down any imperfections then decided to each take one side of the 

canoe and come up with a design and implement it. Rachel came up with an initial idea on 

her 45 min bus ride drawing a picture of a fish jumping out of the water on the back of her 

math homework. Christian’s team decided to show various activities people would do at the 

beach including spike ball, volleyball, sun tanning, swimming, reading, etc. As proud Scouts, 

they included the Fleur de Lys emblem and Troup’s details. 

 

According to Jennifer Patrick, who is the Scout Leader that oversaw this project and Rachel’s 

mother, “Opportunities like this are wonderful for the younger Scouts in the Troop to take on 

a leadership role, plan out a project, deal with deadlines and whatever pitfalls that may 

delay them (in this case it was weather), and organize a group to complete a goal.  When it 

comes to Scouts, people typically think of earning the rank of Eagle Scout and doing the Eagle 

Scout project that is required for earning that rank, but smaller projects like this really give 

younger Scouts those building blocks to be able to design, plan, organize and complete the 

bigger Eagle projects if they choose to take that on.  So we would like to thank Moreau Lake 

State Park for giving our Scouts this opportunity to learn, give back, and 

build on our skills!” 
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